COVID-19 and the return of Sport in Australia
What the data tells us
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Introduction
As we consider how sport can
re-claim its place at the centre of
Australian life, keeping track of what
the public thinks will be a key
consideration.
At YouGov Sport, we are pleased to offer a helping hand
in this regard.
As the sports and entertainment specialist arm of
YouGov, we ask Australians every day about their views,
attitudes and behaviours around sport, on specific teams
and leagues and – since the outbreak of COVID-19 about sports fans’ views on that too.
And we’re happy to share some of our insights with you
in the shape of this special report.

The business of sport is no longer a guessing game.
Our syndicated data tools are used by our clients who
want stay ahead of the competition in both strategic
planning and brand/performance tracking.
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Method
The data used for this analysis was taken from the sports module of
YouGov's international COVID-19 monitor and were collected in eight
weekly waves between the 7th of May and the 25th of June.
For the Sport Module sub-sample, at least 1,000 persons per wave in the
USA, UK, Australia and Germany were interviewed on various relevant sports
topics. The results shown here are from the surveys for Australia and are
representative for the Australian population aged 18 and over.
The full monitor collects, among other things, economic and personal
expectations as well as changes in behaviour and attitudes in the context of
the COVID-19 pandemic from consumers in 26 markets worldwide.
Using YouGov's Connected Data infrastructure, the results of the monitor
and the sports module can be linked seamlessly to data from our target
group analysis tool YouGov Profiles and our daily updated trackers YouGov
BrandIndex, YouGov SportsIndex, TeamIndex and YouGov FootballIndex.
This enables our customers to make even more comprehensive and indepth analyses for strategic business, communication and marketing
decisions.
In the present analysis, the target group of “Sports Fans” was formed
based on the question ‘What is your level of interest in sports in general.
Respondents who selected ‘top interest’ or ‘somewhat interested’ formed
the sports fan group. Please note we have excluded those who selected
‘a little bit interested’ to narrow the focus more specifically on those most
engaged with sport.
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Sample
The fan groups analysed in this report are shown below
along with the sample captured across the 8 week
Covid-19 period which was tracked. All data in this report
is based on an 8 week average score and does not
provide week on week trend analysis.
›

Nat Rep n=8,094

›

Sports Fans n=2,229
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What are the key take outs from this study?
Does sport matter for
quality of life?

Do fans still have an
appetite for sport?

What are fan attitudes
around holding sport
during Covid-19?

Are sports fans
comfortable with opening
games up to the public?

Are fans likely to attend
sport in 2020 if it becomes
available?

53% of sports fans believe that
watching or attending live sport
is important for overall quality
of life, results were 33%
amongst the general Australian
population.

16% of sports fans showed a
strong appetite for wanting to
consume sport (1.4m) and were
open to watching any live
event available. On the
opposite end of the spectrum
23% of fans had no real
appetite or concern for when
sport would come back (2.0m).

The majority of sports fans and
Australians recognise the
importance of sport particularly
to a country’s spirit, to the
survival of leagues and clubs
and to the economy.

Across the 8 week period 34%
of sports fans were
comfortable with games being
opened to the public while the
majority (51%) had a preference
for games remaining behind
closed doors.

If sports become available to
the public in 2020 only 29% of
sports fans said they would be
likely to attend (2.5m). This
highlights the continuing high
levels of concern still existing in
the sports community as
Covid-19 cases continue.

What precautions can
venues to take to get fans
back feeling comfortable?

What is the likelihood of
fans consuming more
sports content?%

Are fans more likely to
attend sport this season
compared to last year?

Will ticket promotions
influence fans to attend
sports events?

How do fans think sport
will look post Covid-19?

Reduced occupancy to allow
more space between fans is
the primary measure stadiums
and venues can take to enable
sports fans and the general
population to come back
feeling more comfortable.
Other measures were shown to
have less influence.

51% of sports fans said they
were likely to watch more
sports content on
TV/streaming when sport
comes back compared to the
previous year.

24% of sports fans said they
were more likely to attend live
sports compared to the
previous season. Amongst the
general Australian population
this figure was 18%.

In total 39% of sports fans said
yes ticket promotions would
influence them to attend live
sports and 54% said it wouldn’t.

23% of sports fans believe
sport will be back better and
21% believe it will become less
relevant. Most feedback
highlighted the belief that sport
would be back as it was before.
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How important is watching
or attending live sport for
overall quality of life?
53% of sports fans believe that watching or attending live
sport is important for overall quality of life, results were
33% amongst the general Australian population.

Importance of watching or attending live
sport?

33%
53%

65%
46%

Sports Fans

Nat Rep

Unimportant

Source: YouGov Sports Profiles Custom Covid-19 Research: 07/05/20-25/06/20
Fan definition: Fan Interest (Sport) one of my top interests, somewhat interested
Q: How important, if at all, is watching or attending live sporting events to your overall quality of life?

Important

Data based on 8 week average*

Don't know
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Do Australians and sports
fans still have an appetite for
watching sport?
Across the 8 week period 16% of sports fans showed a
strong appetite for wanting to consume sport (1.4m) and
were open to watching any live event available. On the
opposite end of the spectrum 23% of fans had no real
appetite or concern for when sport would come back
(2.0m).

Appetite for watching sports this week
I would watch any live game at this
point

16%

9%

I would like to watch a game but only if
it was a sport I liked even without my
favourite team involved

31%
19%

I would like to watch a game but only if
it was a sport I liked and my favourite
team is involved

26%
17%

23%

I don't need to watch a game/not
worried when live sports come back

Don't know

Sports Fans
Source: YouGov Sports Profiles Custom Covid-19 Research: 07/05/20-25/06/20
Fan definition: Fan Interest (Sport) one of my top interests, somewhat interested
Q: How would you rate your appetite for watching live televised professional sports this week?

49%

4%
5%

Nat Rep

Data based on 8 week average*
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What are Australian and
sports fans attitudes around
holding sporting events
during Covid-19?

% Agreed With Statements
77%

76%
65%

74%
68%
62%

61%
52%

AFL and NRL fans rated highest amongst key fan groups when
recognising the importance of sport for a country’s spirits, the
survival of sports clubs and leagues and its importance for the
economy.
Source: YouGov Sports Profiles Custom Covid-19 Research: 07/05/20-25/06/20
Fan definition: Fan Interest (Sport) one of my top interests, somewhat interested
Q: Please imagine there was a way to continue holding major sports events during Covid-19. To what extent do you agree with the following statements?

51%
42%

There were three statements which resonated most
strongly amongst sports fans; ‘major sporting events are
good for the country’s spirit’, ‘major sporting events are
vital for the survival of sports clubs and leagues’ and
‘major sporting events are important for the economy’.

Amongst the general Australian population around 1 in 3
believe we should not be holding sporting events until
the pandemic is over.

59%

55%

Major sporting Major sporting Major sporting Major sporting
events are good events are vital events are
events are a
for the countries for the survival important for
welcome
spirit
of sports clubs the economy
distraction
and leagues

Sports Fans

48%
41%

Continuing to
I don't think Major sporting
hold major
anyone should events are not
sporting events be think about important in the
is important for holding major grand scheme
the integrity of sports events
of things
the
until the
competitions outbreak is over

Nat Rep

Data based on 8 week average*
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Are fans more comfortable
with games being open to
the public or behind closed
doors?

Behind Closed Doors or Open to Public
(Sports Fans)

15%
34%

Across the 8 week period 34% of sports fans were
comfortable with games being opened to the public
while the majority (51%) had a preference for games
remaining behind closed doors.

51%
Of all the key fan groups, Supercars
fans are the most comfortable
about sporting events being opened
up to the public (40%).
Source: YouGov Sports Profiles Custom Covid-19 Research: 07/05/20-25/06/20
Fan definition: Fan Interest (Sport) one of my top interests, somewhat interested
Q: Once professional sports competitions return, are you more comfortable with live games played behind closed doors or open to the public?

Open to public

Behind closed doors

Data based on 8 week average*

Don't know
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If sports are available to the
public how likely are fans to
attend live sport in 2020?

Likelihood of attending live sport in 2020
(Sports Fans)

3%

If sports become available to the public in 2020 only
29% of sports fans said they would be likely to attend
(2.5m). This highlights the continuing high levels of
concern still existing in the sports community as Covid19 cases continue.

29%

52%
16%
Of all the key fan groups, NBL fans
are the most likely to attend sport in
2020 if sport becomes available to
the public (47%).
Source: YouGov Sports Profiles Custom Covid-19 Research: 07/05/20-25/06/20
Fan definition: Fan Interest (Sport) one of my top interests, somewhat interested
Q: If live sports are available for public attendance in 2020, how likely or unlikely are you to attend any?

Likely

Neither likely nor unlikely

Unlikely

Data based on 8 week average*

Don't know
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What stadium precautions
matter most to fans before
they start attending live
events?
Reduced occupancy to allow more space between fans is
the primary measure stadiums and venues can take to
enable sports fans and the general population to come
back feeling more comfortable.
Other measures such as the availability of hand wipes,
demonstrated hygiene from concession vendors and
greater access to parking to reduce the need for public
transport play a much less influential role.
Reduced occupancy to allow more
space between fans matters most
to BBL fans when compared to
other key fan groups.
Source: YouGov Sports Profiles Custom Covid-19 Research: 07/05/20-25/06/20
Fan definition: Fan Interest (Sport) one of my top interests, somewhat interested
Q: Which of the following stadium/venue precautions is most important to you before returning to live sports events?

Important Stadium/Venue Precautions
33%

31%
27%

25%

19%
15%

9%

7%

7%

6%

6%

5%

Reduced
Availability of Demonstrated Greater access I am not likely Did not attend
occupancy to sanitisation
hygiene for
to parking to
to attend in
sports in the
allow more
(hand wipes) concessions
reduce need
2020
past and don't
space between
vendors
for public
plan to in the
fans
transit
future

Sports Fans
Data based on 8 week average*
Don’t know excluded from analysis*
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How likely are fans to
increase the amount of
sports content they watch
on TV/Streaming?

Likelihood to Watch More Sports Content
on TV/Streaming Compared to Last Year

Sports Fans

With event attendance difficult or severely limited there
is an expectation that sports fans will shift to consuming
more content using television or streaming services. The
data reinforces this belief.
51% of sports fans said they were likely to watch more
sports content on TV/streaming when sport comes back
compared to the previous year. 36% stated they would
consume similar amounts while just 8% are planning on
consuming less content.
NBL fans ranked the highest for likelihood of
streaming ‘more content’ in 2020 compared
to the previous year (66%).
Source: YouGov Sports Profiles Custom Covid-19 Research: 07/05/20-25/06/20
Fan definition: Fan Interest (Sport) one of my top interests, somewhat interested
Q: Compared to last year, how much more or less likely are you to watch content on TV/streaming your favourite sports when they return?

Nat Rep

8%

36%

16%

51%

35%

10%

More content

Don't know

39%

Less content

About the same

4%

Data based on 8 week average*
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Are fans more likely to
attend sport this season
compared to the previous
season?

Likelihood of Attending Live
Sport Compared to Previous Season

Sports Fans

35%

Nat Rep

36%

35%

24%

6%

18%

10%

24% of sports fans said they were more likely to attend
live sports compared to the previous season. Amongst
the general Australian population this figure was 18%.

Unlikely
Source: YouGov Sports Profiles Custom Covid-19 Research: 07/05/20-25/06/20
Fan definition: Fan Interest (Sport) one of my top interests, somewhat interested
Q: Compared to last season, how much more or less likely are you to attend live competitions this season when play resumes?

37%

Neither likely nor unlikely

Data based on 8 week average*
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Will ticket promotions
influence fan decisions to
attend live sporting events?
In total 39% of sports fans said yes ticket promotions
would influence them to attend live sports and 54% said
it wouldn’t.

Impact of Ticket Promotions on Attendance
Yes, I attended events in the past and
promotions would make me choose
live sports over other social activities

13%

Yes, price has prevented me from
attending in the past

Yes, for another reason

11%

23%

No, I am more concerned about
my/my family's safety than attending
live sports again

23%
20%

8%
9%

No, for another reason

Source: YouGov Sports Profiles Custom Covid-19 Research: 07/05/20-25/06/20
Fan definition: Fan Interest (Sport) one of my top interests, somewhat interested
Q: Will ticket promotions (e.g. buy one get one free, 50% off, etc.) influence your decision to attend live sports once games/races resume?

Don't Know

Sports Fans

15%

6%
5%

No, I don't attend live sports and a
promotion won't influence me

Ticket promotions will be most
influential on NBL and Super Rugby
fans while least effective on AFL
fans.

19%

7%
7%

Nat Rep

Data based on 8 week average*

35%
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How do sports fans think
Sport will look after Covid19?
23% of sports fans and 19% of general Australia had an
optimistic outlook on the future of sport believing it
would be back stronger than before. 21% of sports fans
and 25% of the Nat Rep shared a more pessimistic
viewpoint believing that sport would be less relevant as
the world realises there are more important things in life.
Most feedback highlighted the belief that sport would be
back as it was before.

Fan Attitudes to Sport Post Covid-19
23%

I believe Sports will come back
stronger than before

19%

49%

I believe sports will be back like it was
before

44%

I believe sports will be less relevant as
the world realises there are things
more important in life

Don't Know

Sports Fans
Source: YouGov Sports Profiles Custom Covid-19 Research: 07/05/20-25/06/20
Fan definition: Fan Interest (Sport) one of my top interests, somewhat interested
Q: Once the Corona Virus outbreak passes and professional sports resume, which of the following statements on the change in relevance of the sports industry do you most agree with?

21%
25%

6%
12%

Nat Rep

Data based on 8 week average*
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How will sports
consumption change
amongst fans post Covid19?
11% of sports fans will be eager to attend live sports as
soon as possible post Covid-19, 31% plan to have the
same amount of consumption at games and on television
and 42% will begin by watching sport on TV to be safe
and avoid social gatherings.

Change in Sports Consumption Post Covid-19
I will be eager to attend a live event as
soon as possible

31%
38%

42%

I will watch on TV to begin with to be
safe and avoid social gathering

Don't know

Sports Fans
Source: YouGov Sports Profiles Custom Covid-19 Research: 07/05/20-25/06/20
Fan definition: Fan Interest (Sport) one of my top interests, somewhat interested
Q: Once sports leagues resume play / start the season, how do you expect your consumption to change?

8%

I plan to have the same consumption
of sports for attendance and watching
on TV

I will attend and/or watch less sports
than before

AFL and NRL crowds are some of
the largest and fans also rated
highly compared to other fans for
wanting to start by watching sport
on TV and avoid large gatherings.

11%

28%

7%
8%

9%
18%

Nat Rep

Data based on 8 week average*

We are a global sports, sponsorship
and entertainment research company,
working with the industry’s key players
to unlock meaningful, actionable insights.
Founded as SMG Insight, YouGov
Sport is an integrated division of
YouGov – one of the world’s largest
and most respected research firms.
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YouGov was founded in 2000 on the principle that online
surveys represented a better way to accurately assess
public opinion.
At the heart of our company is a global online community,
where millions of people and thousands of political, cultural
and commercial organisations engage in a continuous
conversation about their beliefs, behaviours and brands.
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